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VEDBÆK.

Danimark

Aug 26, 19.

Dear Rakhindar Nath

(Since I cannot write in English title).
I was very glad to get your very delightful message.

Yes, I was very near to us here living in the idea of me of Denmark's State

In fact, I have been thinking to show some Indian Temple builders' had been.

Plate - 66 : Letter of E.B. Havell
inspired by hearts known by
If you should ever come to Europe again I hope we may have the
pleasure of sharing the
sufferings of the world, which are caused by horrors of this war,
but not of apple-epics.
I was in Scotland, and in
beside, and elsewhere
human people's minds
be unhinged by the terrible spiritual
Cyclone which is raging over in Europe.
I have been trying to

To put my researches in
Indian into historical
form, I shall probably
continue in that direction
for a time at least, but
though the result may be
very imperfect, I think
in Indian into full much
which is scientiﬁc histro-
ian, misunderstanding is
avoidable. I fully realize
that my linguistic weakness
may not be helpful in this
endeavor, but I may
help others to do it
better.

My wife has lately begun
Indian into Danish from
the Sacrifice. I
hope to do it Danish
publisher. Pio, who has the rights to your works on here, will take it. She asks me if I could be so kind as to write her a little note saying that if she published the manuscript, she would have a great influence with Pio, who is now preparing a selection of your works. My publication in Danish and Finnish has taken place as I knew it must be handled very much in detail. I was sorry to see from a letter I received lately from Abraham that he seems to be very depressed. Might he not, I have a chance
If science I wrote to
to cheer him up? I
suggested that he
should go on a shoot
somewhere! They
had to hear that he
was helping you in to
to Department of
Junior School the
atmosphere which
must be very stimul-
ating & congenial &
this.
As an honorary I
in your kind thoughts
y me and with 

Kindest Remembrances 

To my wife & self 

To you and all 

Your family - 

Believe me 

Yours sincerely, 

E. B. Hewell
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